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2.5 Gallon Heavy Duty Cigarette Butt Can,
Plastic Topper, Steel Base and Neck, Red -

26810R

Product Images

Short Description

ADA Compliant
Made with fire-safe galvanized steel
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Self-extinguishing design
Simple three-step assembly
Robust and sturdy design
Suitable for factories, alleyways and more

Description

The Justrite Heavy Duty Cigarette Butt Can in Safety Red (model 26810R) offers a more robust and stable way
to keep cigarette litter away from the public eye, while still keeping its slim stylized appearance to suit your
establishment. This ashtray is ADA compliant height, measuring at 34 in (860 mm) tall and 11.5 in (292 mm) in
base diameter. The rugged style of this ashtray makes it perfect for factory floors, backdoor entrances, repair
shops and more.

The double-drip interior of this ashtray stops tar condensation from reaching the outside to save you extra
cleaning, and the long neck cavity minimizes clogging so butts can reach the base with ease. Featuring a
compact base design, this smaller 2.5 gal (9 l) ashtray is perfect for light traffic areas or for places where
space is at a premium.

Its neck and base are made of a fire-safe galvanized steel, finished with a coat of tough powder paint to give it
resistance against rust. The flame-retardant polyethylene head topper keeps rain out and discourages other
waste while giving a clear opening for cigarette butts. The ashtray's self-extinguishing design helps reduce the
risk of fire to your establishment while offering maximum convenience to you and your visitors.

Model 26810R has a simple three-step assembly and is easy to maintain. To empty, simply untwist the
compression nut where the neck meets the base; there are no tools required and no separate attachments to
worry about.
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Specifications

Model No 26810R

UPC 697841105362

International Model No. 26810R

Color Safety Red

Pallet Quantity 36

Material Specifications Galvanized Steel

Net Weight, lbs 7.0

Net Weight, kg 3.2

Dimensions, Exterior 34" H x 11.5" Outer Dia.

864mm H x 292mm Outer Dia.

Capacity 2.5 gallon

Liter Capacity 9

FM Approval No


